
The sounds of summer rain or a drum 
line filling up your space, allowing 
for deeper focus without creating a 
distraction. Cleverly hidden speakers 
in acoustical wall art, easily pairs with 
any Bluetooth device.

MELO

HIVE
Is it a shelf? Is it a wall? Is it a 3-D art 
piece? HIVE is all of those things as well 
as a acoustical sponge for your space.

PANL Wall
The PANL walls create 
a visual and acoustical 
partition. The gradient 
pattern allows light to go 
through at the top while 
in the middle and lower 
sections it provides more 
acoutical value and privacy.

Acu-Glas
Glass walls make for an airy, 
light and impactful design 
option but often glass 
creates undesirable sound 
reverberation. By adding 
sound absorbing material to 
the glass we preserve or 
often even enhance the 
design direction while 
correcting the sound scape 
in the space.

STÜL
Finally a cool Stül! 
A felt-nished stool that is 
durable and optimized for 
sound absorption

When struggling with echos and sound transfer 
between offices and conference rooms; a custom 
designed BRIK wall can mitigate all these problems 
while adding a beautiful accent wall.

BRIK Wall

Innovative way to add dimension 
texture as well as significant sounds 
absorption to a ceiling or a wall. 

PIPE

A textured, nature 
inspired lamp 
shade is a unique 
application of sound 
absorbing material.

TULI
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THE SOUND OF SILENCE

PANL Wall
The PANL walls create 
a visual and acoustical 
partition. The gradient 
pattern allows light to go 
through at the top while 
in the middle and lower 
sections it provides more 
acoutical value and privacy.

SPECIFICATIONS
100% Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 55% Recycled Content

3 mm, 9 mm, or 12 mm Stantard
Custom Up To 24 mm

Sizes Up To 48” x 96”

ASTM C423 - .75 NRC

24 standard colors

LEED-MRc4

Composition

Thickness

Sizes

Sound Absorption

Fella Colors

Credits

These free flowing screens are a fantastic way 
to divide a space, add acoustical properties, 
and allow for endless possibilities to 
personalize the perforation style.

PANL Screen


